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Andre Venter

From: UASA News Snippets <umail@uasa.org.za>

Sent: 13 June 2014 11:27 AM

To: Andre Venter

Subject: UASA News Snippets

 
To ensure that you continue receiving our News Snippets, please add us to your address book or safe list. 

Is this email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser. Not interested anymore? Unsubscribe instantly. 

 

News Snippets 10/2014 Friday, 13 June 2014
  

Quote of the issue: 
 
The pessimist complains about the wind; the optimist expects it to change; the realist adjusts the sails" 
 
-William Arthur Ward   

 

 
Happy Birthday UASA 

Visit the UASA website and see how we are counting down the seconds to the 120th birthday of UASA. At its recently 
held meeting on Friday, 9 May 2014, the NEC of UASA decided that a proper celebration of this milestone will be arranged 
to coincide with the November 2014 meeting of the NEC. 

Click here to view www.uasa.org.za 
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UASA Media Release 

12 June 2014 

South Africa's youth face a bleak future  

With Youth Day coming up, UASA remembers the brave youngsters who lost their lives protesting against apartheid in 
1976. However, now, in 2014, young South Africans have an equally important battle – against unemployment.  

Increasing unemployment sees South Africa’s youth without permanent jobs. They cannot build a career and ensure a 
safe financial environment for themselves and their families as social benefits like pensions, medical aid and further 
training opportunities are not accessible to them. If they are lucky, they often find themselves employed in temporary 
positions as waiters in restaurants, call centre operators etc. with little or no prospects of building a career. 

The youth are kept out of the formal employment situation because predominantly older workers are employed in 
permanent positions and are organised into trade unions. They consequently enjoy the fruits of collective bargaining and 
are continuously demanding higher remuneration, often resulting in strike action. As a consequence, employers are 
building up resistance against these demands and strikes that cost them billions of rand every year. The phenomenon 
that the number of formally employed employees are getting lesser, albeit higher paid, is becoming common place while 
the push by employers to replace men with machines is becoming progressively more. For reasons that are kept occupied 
by the latter, it could be that they simply don’t have the time or means to also pay attention to an untrained and 
insufficiently qualified youth.   

This places South Africa’s young at a huge disadvantage.   

Our hungry, restless and disappointed young citizens must be offered an path towards a better future. They, and South 
Africa, deserve better. 
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Media Release: UASA 
11 June 2014 

Conflict in the workplace: Here’s how to take action! 

“The natural instinct for an aggrieved employee, often in a heightened state of emotions, is to point fingers and accuse 
others of certain actions or reactions. This is not the most effective way of going about solving the problem.” – Andre 

Venter. 

Conflict at work is no different than any other conflict we experience. Wherever we go, we make contact with people of 
diverse backgrounds, beliefs, and viewpoints. 

At work, and especially if the conflict is with your employer or a manager, this can lead to misunderstandings and 
potential conflict that can stand in the way of promotion or simply a pleasant working environment. 

It is how we chose to resolve conflict at work that really matters, says Andre Venter, spokesperson for the trade union 
UASA. 

“Conflict is by nature something that needs to be resolved functionally. If not resolved properly, it equals no more than 
sticking a plaster on a wound in the hope that it will heal, but that in reality starts festering. 

“Employment constitutes more than just taking responsibility for executing certain tasks and earning a salary. It is a 
relationship between employer and employee that needs to be cared for and nurtured. If you are engaged in a daily 
battle with your boss or a colleague, it is time to take action,” says Venter.  

“As a trade union, we often come across extremely unhappy members, usually as a result of dissatisfaction that has been 
building up inside of them, sometimes over lengthy periods of time. Sometimes the other party is not even aware of the 
existence of such conflict.   

“If this sounds like you, living with a heavy burden of feeling unhappy about unresolved conflict at work – maybe feeling 
that your supervisor is victimising you or you are being treated unfairly – it is time to make an appointment with your 
union representative if you belong to a union.  

“He or she has been equipped with the skills to listen and hear what your real problem is, to evaluate the situation with 
you and advise on a way forward. If you don’t belong to a union, talk to someone you can confide in and who’s sober and 
mature judgement you can trust.”  

If, after the discussion with your union representative, you want to proceed with lodging a grievance procedure, your 
representative will assist you with formulating the grievance. In the case of a union member, you might even be 
represented when you meet with different levels of management, and the CCMA should that become necessary, says 
Venter.   

The use of language is the single most important element towards solving a conflict situation, he says. 

The natural instinct for an aggrieved employee, often in a heightened state of emotions, is to point fingers and accuse 
others of certain actions or reactions. This is not the most effective way of going about solving the problem. 

Instead, start sentences with “I feel…”, or “It seems to me…”. Take into account that you are employed to do a certain 
amount of work over a certain number of hours every week, as set out in your employment contract, which you signed at 
accepting your position with your employer. 
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One could argue that there are no non-valid grievances, says Venter. While something might sound unimportant to you 
and I, that very same issue might the cause another person to feel very unhappy. The purpose of a grievance procedure 
is to allow someone to get the problem that is bothering them off their chest in order to become fully productive again.  

Examples of valid grievances are promotion, sexual harassment and victimisation, he says.  

Before you lodge a grievance, understand that doing so is a serious matter that should be informed by you being sincere 
in wanting to resolve the conflict and not just an attempt to engage in another battle with your employer trying to prove 
your point. Remember this piece of wisdom: “If you do something with the wrong intentions, it carries a germ of 
destruction – it will destroy itself.”  

To address grievances at work the Labour Relations Act provides for a certain procedure that has to be followed. This is a 
well-structured common sense process whereby an employee can communicate upwards in the hierarchy if they feel 
aggrieved.   

There are normally two or more levels in a grievance procedure, starting with your immediate superior – even if the 
conflict is with your immediate superior, and ending with the most senior executive in the organisation.  

• You have to complete a prescribed form which is provided for in any grievance procedure. If the grievance cannot 
be resolved at a specific level, a different form is required for each level of seniority. On this form, you state the 
nature of your grievance and, very important, the solution that you require. 

• Formulate your grievance in a polite and professional manner, starting with the words “I feel aggrieved 
because…” If this is your point of departure in the formulation of your grievance, you avoid pointing fingers and 
your complaint has a better chance of being viewed as valid and reasonable. 

• If you grievance remain unresolved, it will eventually be handled by the CEO of a company or a sufficiently senior 
person in the case of a large company. 

• Should any manager choose not to apply his/her mind to your grievance and/or different levels of management 
collude to try and wipe your grievance off the table, they might be doing so at their own peril, since you can refer 
your case to the CCMA should the problem remain unresolved. That is to say if you are convinced that your case 
has merit. 

“At all times act professionally, be honest with yourself and maintain a proper perspective on where you fit into the 
hierarchy at work. Know exactly what is expected of you in terms of your contract of employment, and you will gain more 
perspective. This does not mean that you won’t have a grievance any more, but that you will tackle the problem in a calm 
and professional manner,” says Venter.  

 

 

  

Sector briefs  

National Bargaining Council for the Wood and Paper Sector  

The last round of wage negotiations took place within the following chambers; Sawmills, Pulp & Paper as well as Fibre & 
Particle. The parties (Labour & Management) couldn’t reach an agreement and they are still far apart which means that 
the next round will be a facilitation process and should parties then fail to reach an agreement a dispute will be declared.

Sugar 

UASA as well as the other unions have signed a wage settlement agreement on Friday, 6 June ’14 which means that the 
strike called by the other unions are over and everybody had to return to work on Monday, 9 June. 
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The wage settlement contents are as follows: 

Period of agreement will be effective from 1 April 2014 to 31 March 2015. Wage increase; ‘A’ band 10% across the board, 
‘B’ band 9% across the board & ‘C’ band 10% across the board. Then it has been agreed that ‘reduction of the hours of 
work, transport allowance, housing allowance & fixed term employees will be referred to a separate forum comprising of 
the full Council and that the Commissioner will facilitate the matters. 

Ceres Fruit Juices 

Wage negotiations have been concluded with a mandate from members. 

Rand Water 

We await confirmation of the scheduled dates on which wage negotiations will start. 

MTO Forestry 

Members at MTO Outeniqua rejected Management’s offer and the negotiations continued on 10 June. 

Wage negotiations for the MTO Boland started and we have tabled our members’ demands and management will revert 
back to us. 

Huis PJ Strauss 

The first round of negotiations took place on 9 June and Management didn’t table any counter offer as yet but committed 
them to the process. 

 Gydosig  

The wage negotiations has been concluded and will be backdated as form 1 July 2014 with an 10% increase and shift 
allowance will be increased from R10 to R17-50, Uniform clothing allowance will increase from R350 to R700. The 
employer didn’t comply with payment for Sunday time and we have succeeded in reaching an agreement that it will be 
paid and back dated from July 2013 until Jul 2014. Furthermore, it has also been agreed that an additional cleaner will be 
appointed. 

The Market Theatre 

Wage negotiations to start on 11 June ‘14 

Personal Care 

The Personal Sector has over the years established a four bargaining councils in different regions and they each 
negotiated their own agreements. A process is now underway whereby all the existing agreements are going to be 
consolidated into one national agreement, applicable to all employees of this sector. 

Alignment of the respective components is going to be a daunting task. The parties to these National negotiations for the 
Personal Care Sector will meet on 23 June 2014 and they will have to explore ways and means to combine it all into one 
agreement , still ensuring that members derive the best conditions going forward. The Union’s proposals have been sent 
to the employers and we currently await their reply. 

MEIBC wage negotiations deadlocked 

At the time of finalising this Snippets, the parties met again for a further round of negotiations. 
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UASA chief negotiator, Johan van Niekerk, says that steady progress is being made on a number of delinked items on the 
list of demands, but he added that the items on wage increases still needed to be tackled. 

Feedback will be provided as soon as more information becomes available. 

Newly established Plastics chamber 

UASA is part of the newly established Plastics chamber of the MEIBC. The first order of business is to reach agreement on 
service conditions for the industry. 

The principle that we adopted is that no one employee must be worse off once the new service conditions have been 
agreed upon and for this reason, we will obtain a final mandate from the members concerned before we sign off on any 
agreement. 

We are concerned that not all trade unions and employers in the chamber are part of the aforementioned negotiations, to 
the extent that the General Secretary of the MEIBC will have to confirm that we are in compliance with section 32(5) 
(sufficiently representative) of the LRA. If the latter cannot be provided, we will unfortunately have to withdraw from 
these negotiations. 

Mining: Assistance programs on the platinum belt 

Communication by Franz Stehring to his members in the mining sector:  

You will all be aware of the dire need among our brothers and sisters on the Platinum belt which came about as a result 
of the protracted strike action. This action which has now been ongoing for more than five months, with no end in sight, 
has a devastating effect on the whole community. 

As a responsible stakeholder whose main object it is to care for the well-being of people, we need to own up and be part 
of those who render assistance to the affected community members in these difficult times. 

In order to maximize the benefit of our assistance to everyone in need, irrespective of union affiliation, religion etc., be-it 
financial or otherwise, we threw our weight in behind well-structured schemes/ programs organized by  churches, 
whereby the most needy cases are identified among children at schools. Holistic assistance in the form of food and other 
services, within the means of what is available, is then provided to the children and their families. We find that this is a 
most value adding and humane way of providing assistance. 

We believe that the success of the project will only be possible if organized by local institutions and leaders with the 
cooperation of and between the churches. We feel privileged to be part of these programs in this instance and trust that 
this strategy will bring much needed relief to those affected by this senseless and protracted strike action. 

REMEMBER: 

UASA always try to deliver on your well-thought through mandates aimed at securing and adding value to your future! 
We trust you will find that the same will be true in this instance! 
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MEDIA RELEASE 

 

11 June 2014 
 

FEDUSA CONDEMNS SEVERE RISK OF PATIENT WELLBEING DUE 
TO LACK OF EMERGENCY HEALTH CARE AND SERVICES 

The Federation of Unions of South Africa (FEDUSA) is calling on KwaZulu Natal Health MEC, Dr Sibongiseni Dhlomo, to 
urgently intervene and address the current state of health care overall in the province. Currently, the shortage of 
ambulances being experienced is compounding the situation and further placing undue strain on the already limited 
resources available. Why the sick and frail in serious need of medical care have to be subjected to these conditions 
remains a travesty.  

Resorting to the use emergency and rescue vehicles for critical patients as a result of problems with the company 
responsible for servicing the department's ambulances is purely unacceptable, said FEDUSA Deputy General Secretary : 
Operations, Gretchen Humphries. Although the matter was considered as a temporary measure according to Provincial 
Department Spokesperson, Sam Mkhwanazi, the severe risk of patient wellbeing due to lack of emergency health care on 
the back of “bakkies” cannot be ignored nor go unchallenged, continued Humphries.  

FEDUSA firmly believes that the matter could have been more effectively managed and averted should calls by its affiliate 
the Health and Other Services Personnel Trade Union of South Africa (HOSPERSA) have been heeded in March already, 
when the matter was raised. "HOSPERSA is aware of the fact that emergency services base managers in KwaZulu  Natal 
did warn their fleet management and operations management of areas for concern ahead of the hand over to the new 
service provider," said HOSPERSA spokesperson, Michelle Connolly. 

Whilst the current situation is distressing, the underlying and contributing factors resulting in the dismal state of health in 
the province remains the non – payment of health care providers by the Department.    

Defective CT Scanning equipment and the lack of emergency equipment, in particular oncology machines, results in 
recurring problems and backlogs in patient care. To add insult to injury, the overwhelming situation with the National 
Health Laboratory Services (NHLS) remains unchanged. Commitment by Government to pay the large amounts 
outstanding has still not been honoured, forcing the NHLS to hang on a limp.  

 

 

The latest on UASA Facebook: (UASA.ZA) 
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UASA on Twitter 

  

 

WWW.UASA.ORG.ZA 
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NEW! Click here and view our Gallery 

 

 

 

UASA dot mobi comes in very handy to UASA members. 
 
 
The new dot mobi website developed for UASA members appear to come in very handy. Members can now use their 
cellular phones to interact with UASA through the UASA website.  
 
You can view your personal profile by logging in on the website and make changes where necessary. Similarly, you can 
communicate with us, asking for advice and direct general queries while also having access to view and read all your 
services and benefits.  
 
Simply log onto www.uasa.co.za and you will automatically be redirected to the UASA dot mob website. Click here and 
this is what you will see: http://m.uasa.co.za/  
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Labour Guide Case Law: 2014-12 
By Jan du Toit 

 

Thor obo Jezi / Algoa Bus Company [2014] 4 BALR 364 (SARPBAC)  

The respondent operates a public transport business in Port Elizabeth and the applicant was employed as a driver for 8 
years. He was dismissed for “disloyalty/acting in conflict with the interest of the company”. This charge emanated from 
the applicant’s actions to encourage drivers to go on an illegal work stoppage and blocking the N2 highway between Port 
Elizabeth and Motherwell. The applicant denied this charge. In addition he challenged the consistent application of 
discipline. No blockade took place eventually.  

Substantive fairness was challenged on the basis that there was no justifiable reason for the applicant’s dismissal. 
Consistency was also disputed. Procedural fairness was disputed on the grounds that the presiding officer at the initial 
hearing had prior knowledge of the matter, and that he was too active during the hearing.  

The applicant denied that there was a meeting with other drivers and that he told them to block the N2. His 
representative at the hearing “raised the attitude of the chairman” (sic) but not a recusal. The applicant contended that 
the company witnesses fabricated charges against him and called another driver who related to an incident in 2008 when 
a SATAWU shop steward had delayed buses but he was not disciplined.  

The commissioner held as follows:  

The thrust of his case was that it was a conspiracy against him. He, furthermore, denied arranging a blockade of the 
highway. I was not persuaded by the conspiracy theory – there was no supporting evidence. And such allegation was on 
shaky grounds.  

Two of the respondent’s witness gave corroborating and first hand evidence that the applicant had told them to block the 
N2.  

I was suitably persuaded that the applicant did make some effort to arrange an illegal work stoppage which appeared 
unsuccessful.  

The applicant had a second string to his bow i.e. the alleged inconsistent application of discipline. He called two witnesses
but I was not suitably persuaded that they knew exactly what the merits of the case in 2008 were. But even if I were to 
conclude that the employer did act inconsistently, it is not to say that inconsistently is automatically regarded as unfair. 
An employer may be able to justify such inconsistency or differentiated action. Generally, grounds such as the employee's 
disciplinary record, the seriousness of the convention, or changed circumstances, which made it necessary to take a 
different view, may justify inconsistent enforcement of a rule.  

Procedural fairness was disputed on the grounds that the presiding officer at the initial hearing had prior knowledge of 
the matter, and, that he was too active during the hearing. There was no evidence that the chairman had prior 
knowledge – the only evidence was from the applicant that he was to recuse himself because of the personal comments 
he had made towards the applicant on a previous occasion.    

I am of the view that a chairperson should play an inquisitorial role in such an investigation.  

If I take all the above into account, my inescapable conclusion is that the employee was involved in misconduct and that 
he indeed made an effort to set up an illegal work stoppage. He made an attempt to act in conflict with the interest of the 
company, but he did not succeed according to the evidence.  
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Regarding the appropriatenss of the sanction:  

That attempt (to block the N2) in my view does not call for a dismissal. Furthermore, and even if I am wrong in my 
conclusion above, I have to consider whether the respondent had proven that the trust relationship was broken. Put 
differently, the respondent had to prove on a balance of probabilities that it was fair to dismiss the applicant. The 
Supreme Court of Appeal found that dismissal was unfair in the absence of evidence that the trust relationship was 
damaged – see Edcon Ltd v Pillemer No and others (191/08) [2009] ZASCA 135 delivered on 5 October 2009 [reported at 
[2010] 1 BLLR 1 (SCA) – Ed]. Pillay came to the same conclusion in the matter of South African Revenue Services v CCMA 
and others (unreported) case number JR984/08 (delivered on 23 October 2009) [reported at [2010] 3 BLLR 332(LC) – 
Ed] where the SCA held that in the absence of evidence showing damage in the trust relationship, the decision to dismiss 
was unfair.  

There was no evidence that the trusting relationship was severed. The respondent argued in closing that the trust was 
broken down. This was not adequate considering the above court rulings.  

In the face of this, my conclusion must be that the sanction of dismissal was not appropriate and too harsh. Had the 
respondent presented evidence around the trusting relationship, my decision might have been different. In addition to 
this, there was no convincing evidence that the applicant’s efforts to call out a work stoppage succeeded and did in fact 
cause a loss to the company. Therefore, the charge of alleged disloyalty cannot succeed.  

The Algoa Bus Company, was ordered to reinstate the applicant retrospectively as from the date of his dismissal.  

For more information contact Jan at jand@labourguide.co.za This email address is being protected from 

spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it.  

Read more http://www.labourguide.co.za/ 
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TWEE NUWE PUBLIKASIES IN AFRIKAANS OM MENSE TE HELP OM HULLE 
CHRISTELIKE GELOOF BY DIE WERK UIT TE LEEF 
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(NOW ALSO AVAILABLE IN ENGLISH) 

Prof Luther Backer, emeritus Professor in Arbeidsverhoudinge van die Universiteit van Johannesburg en voorheen die 
bekende arbeidsrubriekskrywer by Rapport en ook later by Ekerk, is n jarelange vriend van die vakbond UASA. Hy het 
onlangs twee publikasies met dagstukkies vir die markplein die lig laat sien. 

WEES ‘N VUURTORING IN JOU WERK. DAGSTUKKIES VIR DIE MARKPLEIN. Vol.II, Nrs 46 – 111, 134 Bladsye.2011. 

Inhoud: 
Riglyne word verskaf hoe elkeen vir die Here met sy/haar werk kan getuig; wat God se bedoeling met werk is, wat dit 
beteken om eerlik op te tree, praktiese wenke rakende hantering van dissipline in die werkplek, dienste wat vakbonde 
kan lewer, motivering van mense, hoe om met personeelaflegging saam te leef en Bybelse riglyne oor gedrag in die werk.

BYBELSE RIGLYNE VIR DIE BESTUUR VAN MENSE.DAGSTUKKIES VIR DIE MARKPLEIN. Vol. I, Nrs 1-45. 101 
Bladsye.2011. 

Inhoud: 
Die inhoud bestaan uit drie reekse: 
Die Bergrede. Wat dit in my werk beteken. 
Vrug van die Gees in my werk. 
Die leierskapwysheid van Jesus. 

en 

CD vir eposbediening 
Die inhoud van elke boekie is ook op data-CD aangebring (nie klank nie) en kan gebruik word om die dagstukkies te epos 
of om dit op rekenaar te lees. 

UASA het n beperkte aantal van hierdie boekies aangekoop en stel dit gratis beskikbaar aan 
belangstellende lede, maar slegs terwyl voorrade hou.  

Indien u belangstel in die boekie moet u asseblief vir Marie Wood by 011 472 3600 bylyn 273 skakel.  

If you are interested in getting a copy of the publication, please contact Marie Wood at 011 472 3600, 
extension 273 

 

 

MARLICHT  
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It's the ideal time of the year to go and soak up the sun on the South Coast of KZN. 
 
Marlicht is a prime holiday spot popular with families and young people. Direct access to the beach and only 100 meters 
away from the main beach of Margate.  
 
Marlicht Holiday Resort boasts spacious, comfortable and stylish self-catering 2, 3 and four bedroomed apartments with 
spectacular ocean views.  
 
It is close to the Wild Coast Sun and other amenities and is surrounded by a number of well-known golf courses golf.  
 
Visit us on www.Marlicht.co.za or call us now to make a booking. 

 
 

The AA recently renewed its grading of MARLICHT holiday flats as “Highly recommended” 
self-catering and accommodation apartments. This is the second year running that we 
received this acknowledgement.  

 

 
 
 

http://www.marlicht.co.za 
 

 

 
 

The compilation of the second edition of Labour Dynamix of 2014 has just been finalised. We have included some 
comment in the aftermath of the elections together with a strong leadership message for the way forward. We also touch 
on a couple of serious issues that could be coming our way in the year ahead. 
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Our usual lifestyle articles, readers’ letters, members’ news, sports events, a recipe, DIY hints, crossword puzzle and 
Sudoko has again been included in the new issue. 

Copies of the latest issue are available from at all our service centers. It can also be downloaded from : UASA website. 
 

 

FREE MEMBERSHIP: SAARP 
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SAARP Mission  

SAARP believes that senior citizens are entitled to a secure and rewarding existence in line with the highest moral 
principles of mankind. We work with vigour to enrich lives, raise self-esteem and influence society to support these 
ideals. 

UASA wishes to promote membership of SAARP amongst our own senior citizen members above the age of 50. They 
have a wealth of experience about the needs and aspirations of our senior citizens and above all, you can access their 
benefits by joining. 

SAARP membership is entirely free! Why don’t you join them now? 

Click here to read more 

 

JOBS!     JOBS!     JOBS!     JOBS! 
Vacancies and CV’s advertised free of charge on the UASA Website 

 

UASA has linked up with U'r Staffing Solutions to give job seekers a much better chance.  
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U'r Staffing Solutions will be at the background of the "Jobs" module on the 
UASA website. This means that available vacancies as well as CV's of job seekers 
will be placed on the website. In addition, they will actively interact with the 
relevant role-players with a view to matching job seekers to advertised 
vacancies.  
 

 
Interested UASA members are free to contact or forward their CV's directly to elmarie@urstaffing.co.za. 

 

UASA publications  

Are you finding yourself “Between Jobs” or do you have a need to be “Workwize” 

The shockwaves of one of the 2008 recession is still hitting us today. The most recent QES (Quarterly Employment 
Survey) showed that we again lost 28000 jobs in the second quarter of this year. It means that sword of losing one’s job 
will always be hanging over our heads. Workplace and employment security will increasingly become scarce commodities. 
. This is why we need to develop a new mindset that will prepare us mentally and physically for any kind of eventuality.  
 
UASA joined forces with writer Henry Morgan and publisher Steve Hoffman and published the award winning book 
“Between Jobs” The book says that losing one’s job is not the end of the world, but rather the opening up of new 
opportunities. It is intended to give hope and inspiration and that each and every individual should take control of his/her 
own situation in a structured way when confronted by losing your job. 
 
A follow-up book titled “Workwize” have since also been published. The objective of this book is to provide you with the 
necessary knowledge and skills that will assist you in having the most successful, sustainable and rewarding career 
possible. 

Click on any of the links below to get your free copy of any of the UASA publications now! 

 
  

School Leaver's Guide  Between Jobs  Workwize  

  

 

 
EMERGENCY! Peace of mind for UASA members 0861 008 272 (available 24/7)  
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0861008272: Your personal EMERGENCY number! 

Life is unpredictable. Anyone can at any time experience an emergency – e.g. a medical emergency, a car that ran out of 
fuel, a flat battery, a mechanical breakdown, even an accident, or, you may be caught up in a situation where you need 
legal advice there and then. In any of these instances one would need the assistance of someone you can call. 

Each and every UASA member has their own emergency number, available 24/7, 365 days a year 
 

0861008272 

This number gives access to a call center of UASA, manned on our behalf by Europ Assistance. Assistance is therefore 
only a phone call away!  

You get connected to an operator who will assist immediately in case of an emergency. The assistance comes in the form 
of free telephonic advice (T’s and C’s apply).  

Any services agreed to between you and a service provider during a telephone call mentioned above, however, will be for 
your own account. The only exception is the first 30 minutes consultation with a lawyer which is free of charge, should 
you request that service.  

Remember your emergency number – Keep it handy at all times - You may just need it when you least 

expect it! 

0861008272 

 

 
 
UASA Financial Services (Pty) Ltd., trading as:  
 
 
Sourcing trusted financial services and benefits for UASA members. The aim is 
to give members peace of mind while empowering them through preferential 
deals as far as possible.  
 

 
  

Special deals for UASA members by McCarthy:  
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Audi A3 Sedan 1.4T FSI SE Stronic 

Price R366 500 From Only R5499 pm 

Interest Rate 9% 

Deposit Zero 

Period 72 months 

Future value 40% 

Total cost R382023 

 

 
Purchase your 2014 Yaris 1.3 SX 

• Was R 186 100 Now R 174 700 
• Saving of R 11 400 
• Service plan included 
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Purchase your 2014 Yaris 1.3 SX 

• Receive a Shopping voucher to the value of R 10 000 
• Service plan included 

 
 

Purchase your 2014 Etios 1.5 SX Sedan 

• Was R 141 000 Now R 131 995 
• Saving of R 9 000 
• Service plan included 

 

 
Purchase your 2014 Etios 1.5 SX Sedan 
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• Receive a Shopping voucher to the value of R  8 000 
• Service plan included 

 
 

Buy your 2014 Etios ICE 1.5 SX Sedan 

• Limited Edition 
• Including alloy wheels, and FREE Smash & Grab 
• Service plan included 

 

 
Purchase your 2014 Corolla 1.6 Quest Plus 

• Was R 197 900 Now R 187 995 
• Saving of R 9 000 
• Including alloy wheels and Radio CD 
• Service plan included 
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Purchase your 2014 New Generation Corolla Esteem 

• From R 199 995 
• Saving of R 13 000 
• Service plan included 

 

 
Purchase your 2014 New Generation Corolla Esteem 

• From R 199 995 
• Receive a shopping voucher to the value of R 13 000 
• Service plan included 

 
 

Purchase your 2014 New Generation Corolla Esteem 

• From R 199 995 
• Receive a shopping voucher to the value of R 13 000 
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• Service plan included 

 

Purchase your 2014 Toyota 86 

• Was R 364 000 Now R 342 995 
• Saving of R 21 000 
• Service plan included 

 
 

Purchase your 2014 Hilux 3.0 D-4D 4x2 Raider D/C 

• Was R 418 000 Now R 379 995 
• Saving of R 38 000 
• Service plan included 

Call Marie Wood 011 4723600, ext 273 or e-mail ufs@uasa.org.za if you are interested 
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Investment Fees: How small fees can have a big impact on your investment 

Have you ever stopped to think about the effect of fees on your retirement savings? Most clients don’t even know what 
their investment fees amount to in rands and cents, let alone understand the impact thereof on their investment 
returns.  The principle is simple really: “The less you pay in fees, the higher the net return on your investment.”  I am not 
suggesting that you only go for the cheapest option but I do believe that you should get value for your money.  Whether 
your adviser or product provider offers you such value can only be determined by you if you have a clear understanding 
of the long-term impact of such costs. 

Example: 

Mr. Retired has a living annuity with investment platform A.  The fund value is R 3,600,000 from which Mr. Retired is 
drawing an annuity income of R 18,000 per month. The platform administration fee is 0.444% per annum of the fund 
value. Assuming the same advice - and fund manager fees on both platforms, Mr. Retired will save R 7,767 in the first 
year if he transfers his living annuity to investment platform B, where the administration fee is only 0.228% per annum. 

However, Mr. Retired is not convinced.  After all, transferring his investment is a lot of trouble for such a small 
amount.  So Mr. Retired’s adviser shows him the significant impact of this small amount on his investment when 
compounded over a long period of time. 

Over a 20-year period the platform administration fees of the two platforms and the cumulative effect thereof on his fund 
value will be as follows[1]: 

  Platform A Platform B 

Total administration fees R 393,754 R 209,687 

Fund value after 20 years R 4,128,901 R 4,641,456 

Apart from paying R 184,066 more in administration fees on platform A, his fund value on platform A is R 512,555 less; a 
financial impact on Mr. Retirement of R 696,622!  Viewed from this perspective, going through the trouble of transferring 
one’s investment doesn’t seem like much trouble at all. 

If you have never looked at the fees you pay in more detail, maybe now is the time to determine the financial impact of 
the various fees on your investment and to ask yourself whether the quality of service you are getting, justifies the fees 
you are paying. 

For assistance in analysing the fees you are paying contact your PSG financial advisor at UASA@psg.co.za or by phone at 
083-703-7586 
 
 

NEW!! Extended family and Funeral cover (Affordable OWN CHOICE)  

This product is unique in the sense that you can now e.g. buy extended family funeral cover without having 

to buy funeral cover for yourself first.  
 
The premiums are very affordable and we are receiving a favorable response from the members. 
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Click here to view all the available options 
 
Click here for the electronic form.   
 
For more information, contact Marie Wood at 011 472 3600, ext. 273, e-mail ufs@uasa.org.za or sms UASA Own Choice 
to 32545 and we will call you back.  
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Support the fight against cancer for only R2.00 a day, while getting 
insurance cover at the same time. 

CancerSureTM was specifically developed to meet the financial needs that may arise when someone is diagnosed with 
cancer as well as any additional challenge that may arise, like having to change employment or even having to stop 
working altogether. The benefit amount is not linked to any medical cost that may be incurred and any person aged 18 to 
60 years of age is eligible to apply for the CancerSureTM policy. It also includes an additional death benefit. 
 
Click here to read more: http://www.cansa.org.za/media-release-make-sure-to-make-the-smart-choice/ 
 
For more information, contact Marie Wood at 011 472 3600, ext. 273, e-mail ufs@uasa.org.za or sms UASA Own Choice 
to 32545 and we will call you back. 
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SA nostalgic as Brazil readies for kickoff 

by Marc Strydom, 12 June 2014 
 

 

SOUTH Africans were feeling nostalgic on Wednesday, with posts on social websites expressing memories on the 
anniversary of the opening day of the 2010 World Cup, of Siphiwe Tshabalala’s fantastic goal, and the 1-1 draw against 
Mexico in front of a vuvuzela-blasted FNB Stadium. 

It was a day when South Africans could crack open a beer and enjoy the opening match of the first Soccer World Cup in 
Africa. 

Six years’ hard work had seen South Africa impressively ahead of schedule at every inspection. By the end of the 
tournament, Fifa president Sepp Blatter gave South Africa nine out of 10 for a glittering, smiling, clockwork-run World 
Cup that defied international expectations of crime and failure. 

In Brazil, construction companies have been in a mad rush to complete stadiums, including Thursday night’s venue for 
the World Cup opener between the hosts and Croatia. The Arena de São Paulo has suffered one setback after another, 
including a crane that collapsed and killed two construction workers in November. 

Read more http://www.bdlive.co.za/sport/soccer/2014/06/12/sa-nostalgic-as-brazil-readies-for-kickoff 

http://www.fifa.com/worldcup/matches/ 
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Email: umail@uasa.org.za | Website: www.uasa.co.za 
Tel: 011 472 3600 | Fax: 011 674 4057 
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